When analyzing the question of how early modern women and men lived their lives, and the problems but also joys they experienced, it is evident that most questions concerning the past are not restricted to one certain spatial or temporal setting. This is most certainly true when investigating the topic of suicide. After all, women and men have decided to end their lives in different places and at different times throughout history. Yet attitudes towards suicide and perceptions of self-inflicted death vary over time, with local or regional differences depending on the cultural context.

Unlike today, where suicide is exempt from judicial consequences in the Western world, early modern society regarded this act primarily as felony, and a sinful deed and crime against God, nature and society. There existed great regional variation in the ritual treatment and punishment of suicide. Across Europe in this period, different popular beliefs and customs depicted suicide as an abhorrent and polluting act, influencing the forms of punishment that were included in the secular legislation. In general, the legal foundations differed with regard to their spatial and temporal context. Moreover, they often provided a certain scope for discretion. As a consequence, a variety of legal procedures and sanctions existed in parallel.

Committing suicide was more than a serious offence against the secular laws: it evoked strong feelings and sometimes even repugnance in the communities in which it occurred. Thus, when looking at how suicides were handled in practice, a broad variety of responses become visible, revealing ambiguities and conflicting attitudes surrounding its treatment.

The main focus of this article concerns one practical aspect of the punishment of suicides: the touching, moving, and storage of the suicide’s corpse. The article begins with a brief overview of the secular legal background and administrative procedures that were developed in order to deal with suicide in early modern Austria and Sweden, with an emphasis on provisions relating to the treatment of the corpse. In this regard, the regulations in both Sweden and Austria contained only sparse directives, thus leaving a grey area that had to be filled with local and practical measures that were, to an extent, open to interpretation. Not only did the issue of touching the suicide’s corpse occasionally raise procedural questions and confusion in the lower courts, it also appears to have been related to common, yet not entirely shared, beliefs of the fouling and polluting impact of suicide and the ritualistic needs to punish it. The final part of the article discusses the treatment of the suicide’s corpse on the practical level in early modern Sweden and Austria. Based on empirical evidence, the focus lies on the ways in which both the authorities and local communities dealt with corpses, and how these practices were related to the different contemporary beliefs on suicide. By applying a comparative approach to the question of how the corpses of suicides were treated in different parts of early modern Europe interesting similarities and differences can be identified.

1. Judicial structure and sources

In rural Sweden suspected suicides were investigated by the lower courts, the so-called häradsrätt or häradsting, which also reached a preliminary verdict. In Swedish towns suicides were examined in a similar fashion in the respective lower courts called rådhusrätt (Town Court) and kämnarsätt (from kämnär meaning a treasurer). Until 1720 this verdict had to be revised and approved by the competent Court of Appeal (hovrätt); in the majority of cases presented in this article this occurred in the Svea hovrätt in Stockholm, founded in 1614. Since 1720, the ruling of the lower court served as the final judgment in cases in which it adjudicated. Like other offences and disputes that fell under secular law, suicides were documented in the lower court protocol, the so-called domböck (judgement book). Transcripts of these judgement books were then sent to the Courts of Appeal for revision that was usually conducted by means of a written procedure. These judgement books contain information about where and when the court convened, as well as the names of the local peasants who served as jury members (nämndemän), accompanied by a summary of the oral testimonies and statements that were presented before the court. Suicide cases usually extend over several pages comprising detailed descriptions of the day of the death and witness statements on the past life and behaviour of the accused.
Like in other inquests into serious and exceptional felonies, numerous household members, neighbours, friends, priests and villagers were summoned and questioned in the trial. Though edited and shortened, the records nonetheless included the most important pieces of evidence as the respective Court of Appeal revised and checked their legality. The letters detailing the sentence from the Court of Appeal to the provincial governors also contain a summary of each case; thus, the narrative, as well as the grounds and evidence for the verdict, were further condensed and edited.

In the Austrian archduchy two levels of jurisdiction were in operation. Low justice was administered by the patrimonial courts, the Grundherrschaft, generally in causae minores, (e.g., petty theft or insults), offences that were settled by limited fines, brief incarceration and/or light corporal punishment. High justice, on the other hand, was exercised by the criminal courts, the so-called Landgerichte. The Landgerichte were in charge of causae maiores, i.e., the capital crimes listed in the territorial penal codes, and had the authority to impose aggravated corporal punishment and the death penalty. With regard to suicide the jurisdiction was shared between the Grundherrschaft and the Landgericht: non-premeditated suicides fell under the remit of the Grundherrschaft, whilst premeditated suicides were dealt with by the Landgericht under high justice.

Not surprisingly, this arrangement created confusion at the level of implementation. The Austrian source material contains several examples where Grundherrschaft and Landgericht disagreed about their respective rights and duties, and more fundamentally over the question of jurisdiction. Generally, local authorities had to report all cases of suicide to the higher authority of the Landgericht. However, a thorough investigation by the Landgericht was only required in cases where there was reasonable suspicion of premeditated suicide. In this way, the local authorities maintained influence over whether an investigation was opened or a silent burial was authorized, perhaps without further investigation.

Unlike in Sweden, where all deaths classified as suicide were documented in the judgement books, it is first and foremost suspected premeditated suicides that appear in the Austrian archives. Compared to the Swedish material, the documentation of suicide cases in Austrian archives is also more fragmented and heterogeneous. Sometimes these form only a short note, stating only that a suicide had taken place. But at times, especially in cases where the patrimonial court and Landgericht held conflicting views regarding a case, lengthy documentation of dozens of pages were produced, containing detailed reports, interrogation protocols, letters, and specification of costs. It is these cases that elucidate the aftermath of self- killings, and highlight the potential for conflicts and frictions between the different parties that were involved in a suicide case, such as family members, secular and ecclesiastical authorities, neighbours, other parish members, and executioners. The historical tradition of these archival records reminds us why these documents survived in the first place, and alludes to additional records that may have been lost. Moreover, it can account for differences both in the quality and quantity of the source material, explaining why suicide cases are more difficult to find in the Austrian archives. Thus, the sample from the Austrian Archduchy is considerably smaller than the Swedish sample.

The empirical basis of this article consists of approximately 450 suicide cases that were investigated in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century within the Archduchy of Austria and the Swedish Empire, then encompassing the region that is now Finland. The women and men in these sources thus came from different parts of early modern Europe, inhabiting different cultures, speaking different languages and belonging to diverse faiths. The majority of the cases from the Swedish records were examined between 1640 and 1735 in the lower courts of the provinces, both rural and urban, under the jurisdiction of Svea Court of Appeal. The Swedish material includes around 300 cases that were examined in the lower courts of Middle-Sweden and the southern parts of the Swedish Norland, including the Upplands, Kopparsbergs, Västernorrlands, Västmanlands and Örebro Counties. From the Finnish and eastern regions of the Empire between 1640 and 1700, 58 cases have been identified, mainly from the rural lower court records of Southwestern Finland, Northern Ostrobothnia, Karelia around Vyborg and Kexholm Province. In addition, approximately 30 further cases were described in the precedent or exempla collection that was compiled from decisions made in the Svea Court of Appeal during the late seventeenth century. The Austrian material consists of approximately 85 cases derived from the court records of the Archduchy Austria, both above and below the river Enns, between 1644 and 1792. Although this material does not represent a continuous series, the cases provide a qualitative sample of suicides and their treatment in this period.

The regional focus of this study thus reflects the economic, cultural and demographic diversity of early modern Europe. The counties in Middle-Sweden and Southwestern Finland were more densely populated, maintaining a closer relationship with the capital and important towns, while areas such as Northern Ostrobothnia and Kexholm were peripheral and forest-dominated regions. The culture and economy of Karelia and Kexholm in the easternmost Empire also differed from western areas due to sparse population, the influence of Eastern Orthodoxy, and labour-intensive farming methods, such as burn-beating. Thus, though the Swedish Empire was unified under the same legal and administrative system, sharing many common religious and cultural features, the beliefs and practices relating to the treatment of the suicide’s corpse were far from homogenous.
The same is true for the Austrian Archduchy, though compared to the Nordic regions, the Austrian Archduchy was densely populated; distances between settlements were relatively short as were those between the patrimonial courts, criminal courts and their respective administrative centers in Linz (for Austria below the river Enns) and Vienna, the seat of the sovereign. However, though smaller in geographical extent, the Archduchy was considerably less centralized than the Swedish kingdom and defined by local characteristics. Hence, conditions varied considerably both between and within the two areas in this article.

The study of peasant communities and their practices and beliefs presents several difficulties for the early modern historian, not least because these are often recorded in second-hand accounts and bureaucratic texts generated by and for institutions. A central problem concerns the identification of the voices of the common folk in legal documents, unless these are marked as clear citations in the narrative. Nonetheless, the rich witness statements in the court records include a great deal of information and clues about the thoughts, actions and practices of these communities.

Often incidental and brief details that appear irrelevant to the legal decision offer the most fruitful information on cultural practices and beliefs. The interpretation of these records requires close reading and an understanding of the context, with a focus on elements that seem anomalous. One should also remember that in cases of suicide, the accused could no longer be interrogated, nor defend his or her action. It is the thoughts and perceptions of others, perhaps pursuing their own interest, that were documented in the course of the investigation. Thus the witness’ statements give an account of what was plausible and imaginable in early modern peasant society.

2. The crime of suicide in early modern legislation

Regarded as both a crime and a sin, suicide was examined and sentenced by secular courts according to the provisions in secular penal codes. In general, the basis of the criminalization of suicides lies in early ecclesiastical regulations as well as Roman and Canon laws that denied Christian burials to suicide corpses. Yet, the mere burial prohibition by the Church does not explain the wide variety of practices and rituals, many involving desecration, relating to suicides in medieval and early modern secular laws. In theory, the priests and the ecclesiastical courts were supposed to leave cases in the hands of the secular authorities – a principle clearly stipulated, for example, in the Swedish Church Law of 1686. Condemnation of suicide continued well into the nineteenth century and attitudes changed slowly. In Austria suicide was formally criminalized until 1850, in Sweden until 1864, and in Finland until the Criminal Code of 1889 came into effect in the 1890s. This section provides a short survey of the secular legislation in both regions, concentrating on by whom and how the corpse should be handled.

According to the Swedish penal code Kristofers landslag or King Christopher’s Law (1442 [1608]) those who took their own lives should be burnt at the stake in the woods. People who committed suicide out of an infirmity of mind, however, were to be buried outside the cemetery. In either case the heirs inherited the property of the deceased. However, even though the criminal code was theoretically effective until 1736, several resolutions and Court of Appeal precedents at the end of the seventeenth and the beginning of the eighteenth century altered and supplemented these regulations. According to these rules premeditated suicides should no longer be burned but buried in the woods by the executioner, and those who committed suicide due to insanity should be buried in the cemetery in a secluded place in silence, i.e., without the usual ceremonies. In practice, these forms of punishments had already been passed and implemented by the authorities since the 1660s; the Svea Court of Appeal quite high-handedly made alterations to the sanctions ordained in King Christopher’s Law, dating from the Middle Ages. Consequently, when the new penal code of 1734 stipulated that premeditated suicides no longer should be cremated but buried in the woods by the executioner, it merely confirmed customs that had been practiced for decades. Regarding the treatment of those who committed suicide due to an infirmity of mind, the code only mentioned that they may be handled and buried by someone other than the executioner. Although not explicitly stated in the law, one can assume that in this case – in accordance with common practice – a remote spot at the cemetery should serve as the last resting place. Moreover, the code of 1734 penalized non-assistance of a person committing suicide.

The short entry concerning suicide in the fourth section of King Christopher’s Law does not include any information concerning the touching, moving, and storage of the suicide’s corpse. By using a passive voice the text does not reveal by whom or how the body should be carried to the woods and be burnt at the stake or later buried there, or how the burial of the “insane” suicides should be conducted. Moreover, it does not contain any clues as to what should happen to the corpse before the final verdict was returned. Some of the above-mentioned resolutions illuminate these questions. For instance, in 1700 it was explicitly stated that those who took their own lives while of sound mind were buried by the executioner. The corpses of those acting non compos mentis were allowed to be handled by their relatives and “honourable” people after the court examination and decision.
If it was deemed impossible to determine if someone had taken his or her life *compos mentis* or *non compos mentis*, the judge was instructed to render sentence in favour of the defendant and grant a funeral in silence at the cemetery. As Priests who dared to carry out or attend such interdicted services were granted Christian burials due to lack of evidence. Also in cases of suicide by under-aged persons the relatives were allowed to bury the corpse in the cemetery at a secluded spot in silence.

However, authorities were of course also aware of the risk that “undeserving” persons would end up in the cemetery. In uncertain cases it was up to the opinion of the judge, and ultimately the Court of Appeal jurists, to determine the last resting place. It was emphasized that the burial of the “insane” suicides should take place in silence thus distinguishing it from a regular funeral: no procession should be allowed, only those necessary should attend; all ceremonies, bell ringing, carriages and sermons were banned under the threat of a relatively high fine of 200 *daler silvermynt* or, for those who could not pay the fine, fourteen days under arrest. Priests who dared to carry out or attend such interdicted funeral risked suspension from office for half a year. It was assumed that the helper was only punished when he or she cut down a hanged but still alive person (hanging, it appears, was assumed as the standard method of suicide), the helper should remain “saklös”, i.e., free from punishment and blame. In 1695 it was decided that even if the hanged had already passed away, the person who had cut the rope could remain free of blame and punishment when a funeral in silence was allowed. Yet a harsher treatment is administered in the following resolution and precedent from 1710: if the suicide had already been buried in the churchyard and could not be excavated again by the executioner without causing vexation, the one who had cut the suicide’s rope and summoned the clergy to the funeral should be punished with prison, running the gauntlet or whipping.

According to an ordinance passed in 1698 this equaled participation in a serious crime, by attempting to hide the suicide. Although the formulation is not that clear one can assume that the helper was only punished when he or she tried to conceal the suicide in a premeditated fashion.

The later regulations and decrees show that the provisions in King Christopher’s Law were insufficient; these supplements and ordinances refer to the problems and questions that the lower courts faced when confronted with suicide. Yet many questions of practical relevance were and could not be regulated generally but, as the empirical material shows, were decided individually, case by case.

The distinction between premeditated suicide and suicide committed out of an infirmity of mind was common throughout early modern Europe. It can also be observed in the three penal codes that were effective in the Austrian archduchies from the mid-seventeenth century to the late eighteenth century. In general, the provisions concerning suicide are almost identical in the so-called *Ferdinandea* (1656) which applied to Austria below the river Enns and the *Leopoldina* (1675) which applied to Austria above the river Enns. The code referred to as *Theresiana* (1768), in effect from 1770 until 1787, superseded both territorial penal codes in the eighteenth century, and differed only slightly but in one important aspect: in all three codes it was stated that only those who killed themselves “out of malice will and godless despair” should receive severe punishment. In cases of premeditated suicide both the *Ferdinandea* and the *Leopoldina*, yet not the *Theresiana*, demanded forfeiture, through the confiscation of the suicide victim’s goods. However, suicide committed out of an infirmity of mind, melancholia and illness was not to be punished by the criminal courts (Landgerichte). These people should be granted a silent funeral in consecrated ground, without any ceremonial rites and in a secluded part of the cemetery.

Compared to the King Christopher’s Law in the Swedish Empire, the penal codes in force in Austria during this period contained detailed provisions concerning by whom and how the dead body should be treated. Premeditated suicides had to be interred by the executioner within three days at the latest. The body of the suicide should by dragged out of the house, put on the executioner’s cart like brutes and be buried at the place of public execution. Additional post-mortem punishment, like burning on the stakes or putting the body on the breaking wheel, was possible in cases where major offenders tried to flee their punishment by committing suicide while under arrest. However, as mentioned above, this applied only to those, who out of fear for punishment ended their lives, with malice aforethought and prior volition. Those who killed themselves out of an infirmity of mind, melancholia and illness should be buried by “honourable” people in consecrated ground, yet without any pomp (“Gepränge”), nor at any prominent spot of the cemetery. Like in the Swedish kingdom, uncertain cases should be judged in favour of the defendant. The differential treatment was not only based on the alleged consciousness of the perpetrator at the time of the act, as the aforementioned codes also placed emphasis on the person’s intentions and mental state. Yet many questions of practical relevance were and could not be regulated generally but, as the empirical material shows, were decided individually, case by case.

The latter regulations and decrees show that the provisions in King Christopher’s Law were insufficient; these supplements and ordinances refer to the problems and questions that the lower courts faced when confronted with suicide. Yet many questions of practical relevance were and could not be regulated generally but, as the empirical material shows, were decided individually, case by case.

The distinction between premeditated suicide and suicide committed out of an infirmity of mind was common throughout early modern Europe. It can also be observed in the three penal codes that were effective in the Austrian archduchies from the mid-seventeenth century to the late eighteenth century. In general, the provisions concerning suicide are almost identical in the so-called *Ferdinandea* (1656) which applied to Austria below the river Enns and the *Leopoldina* (1675) which applied to Austria above the river Enns. The code referred to as *Theresiana* (1768), in effect from 1770 until 1787, superseded both territorial penal codes in the eighteenth century, and differed only slightly but in one important aspect: in all three codes it was stated that only those who killed themselves “out of malice will and godless despair” should receive severe punishment. In cases of premeditated suicide both the *Ferdinandea* and the *Leopoldina*, yet not the *Theresiana*, demanded forfeiture, through the confiscation of the suicide victim’s goods. However, suicide committed out of an infirmity of mind, melancholia and illness was not to be punished by the criminal courts (Landgerichte). These people should be granted a silent funeral in consecrated ground, without any ceremonial rites and in a secluded part of the cemetery.
An intriguing section of the law stipulates that – if possible – the body of pregnant women, who committed suicide with premeditation, should be ‘opened’ in order to either save the child’s life or at least enable the child a Christian burial apart from the mother. Unlike the Swedish code the Austrian penal codes also contained a section that obliged all barber surgeons, surgeons “and the like people” to rush to aid in the case of suicide. This was not only an obligation subpoena but the section explicitly stated that such intervention would not diminish a person’s honour.

When the central points of the legislation in both territories are considered, it is evident that the recognition of two kinds of suicide, *compos mentis* and *non compos mentis*, opened a wide scope for construction, interpretation and negotiation in the courtrooms. In order to render the appropriate sentence, suicide investigations in Austria and Sweden sought to determine the circumstances and background of the deed by investigating the deceased’s mental state and intention. Thus, self-killing was not considered a serious felony in every case; instead under certain circumstances it could be regarded as more understandable, unintentional and as an indicator of a mental illness.

Punishments for the “insane” that included more humane burial and less degrading treatment of the corpse clearly indicate that those regarded as mentally ill were considered legally and morally less responsible for their actions. Nevertheless some kind of stigma was also attached to the suicides of the “insane” as silent burials can be regarded as milder forms of punishment, whether inside or outside the cemetery. Like in the case of some other crimes, such as murder and arson, lunacy or insanity served as a mitigating factor in Sweden. The person’s ability to reason and possess intention was a key element in determining the correct form of punishment. Still, insanity did not fully exempt the accused from legal culpability, as the person was rarely pardoned and left completely unpunished. Instead of declaring the sentenced innocent or punishing him with the heaviest penalties ordained in the law, the courts tended to impose more lenient forms of punishment on the insane.

With regard to the treatment of the body, the provisions in the Austrian laws are more concrete and detailed. Legal norms, however, say little about the treatment of suicide in practice, but they can help to identify the consequences that the authorities envisioned for suicide. In addition, knowledge about legal norms and administrative procedure help to contextualize the documents produced in the course of a suicide case. Based on this background, the following section outlines the ways in which the treatment and handling of the suicide’s corpse was conducted in practice, and how these customs were affected by the cultural beliefs related to suicide.

3. Handling the suicide’s corpse: taboo, prohibition and its disregard

In 1683, a peculiar case was brought to court in the winter hearing at Liminka, a small parish in the periphery of Northern Ostrobothnia. The local jury members shared the community’s distress over the corpse of an old maidservant, Lisa Sigfredzdotter, who had hanged herself in her sauna six years before. To the parish’s abhorrence, the corpse still hung in the location as, for unknown reasons, no final resolution had been received from the Åbo Court of Appeal, and it was deemed impossible for any ‘honourable’ person to handle her or take her down. As discussed above, no explicit statement on the matter was made in the section on suicide in King Christopher’s Law, nor was it mentioned in treatments or other statutes and ordinances in effect at the time; no written guidelines existed on the ways in which the corpse should be handled or stored before the lower court investigation and the ultimate Court of Appeal sentence and its execution. Though the Court of Appeal decisions and executions of punishments usually did not take that long especially in the central areas or even in the Swedish peripheries, Lisa’s case, like dozens of other suicide cases around the Swedish Empire, show that the corpses of suicides were often shunned, and not moved, or even touched, willingly.

As the majority of the Swedish cases indicate, leaving the corpse untouched in its finding place was an established practice during the seventeenth and early eighteenth century. Those who had died through drowning were usually left in the waterfront or dragged to the shore, but only with the help of ropes or other instruments. Suicides who had hanged themselves were left untouched, almost without exception, to wait for the sentence, at least if the person had shown no sign of life. As one can imagine, this custom could cause many practical problems, especially if the suicide had occurred at home, in an important house across the yard or by jumping into the well. As the case in Liminka shows, the corpses were sometimes left in their finding places for long periods of time. In the peripheries, the execution of the sentence could take months during which the corpse could start to decompose or even be eaten by animals. On occasion the witnesses mention that they covered the corpse with twigs, branches or clothes in the location.

In Austria the situation was different, although not completely dissimilar: like in Sweden, the penal codes did not state what should happen to the body until the final decision was made. However, it was stated, as mentioned above, that the investigation should conclude within three days at the most. Thus, compared to the Swedish Empire, where it took usually weeks or months, and in a few cases even years depending on the distance to the nearest Court of Appeal and other circumstances until the final verdict was in,
suicide cases were settled relatively swiftly in the Austrian Archduchy. The requirement to settle the case within three days was not entirely unrealistic: the small-scale jurisdictional structure of the Austrian Archduchy, where the patrimonial and criminal courts existed in close proximity, encouraged fast, often verbal, communication. The cases indicate that in many instances the corpse was indeed buried within three days, although the financial aftermath could linger on for years, in discrepancies regarding the payment of open bills and lengthy probate proceedings. When Eva Gräbmerin, a small holder (Kleinhäuslerin) in Schalchham, a settlement in the province that is now Upper Austria, was found dead by her husband on July 20th 1726, the next day the local administrator reported verbally to the administrator of the criminal court in Puchheim that the woman had hanged herself in despair (verzweifelter weis). The disposal of the corpse was arranged and a specification of costs by the executioner confirms that Eva Gräbmerin was interred on July 23rd 1726. However, it was not until August 1732 that all financial aspects regarding her death were settled between the patrimonial court and the criminal court.

The material from the Austrian Archduchy shows that it was not uncommon for corpses to remain unburied for longer periods, causing loathing and disgust. This was the case when Grundherrschaft and Landgericht disagreed upon the question of jurisdiction or when the recovery of the expenses seemed unlikely. For instance, according to a letter by the mayor and council of the city of Freistadt, the administrator of the Landgericht Freistadt refused to arrange for the burial of a young female suicide in 1646. He was said to have stated quite bluntly “… and if swine and dogs should eat her” he would not take care of her body until the costs were paid in advance by the city. As this case suggests, if the suicide was not local, the chance that the corpse would be neglected and left in the place of death increased, since the deceased came from outside the village or city and lacked friends or family in the local area, who cared about his or her last resting place.

While the laws in Austria also did not explicitly state where the corpse should be stored until the final decision was made, the material indicates that, like in Sweden, in most cases the body was not touched until either “honourable people” or the executioner were allowed to handle it. Although not mentioned in the penal codes, it appears to have been common that local men were hired to watch the corpse until the disposal could take place. In the case of Eva Gräbmerin noted earlier a list of costs included eight watch-men and two assistants of the administrator in the criminal court (Landgerichtsdieners) who were compensated for their service of watching over the corpse for two days and nights. Occasionally, both in Austria and Sweden suicides were buried in a provisional place until the final decision was reached. This practice seems to have been used especially during the warm seasons when authorities and community members complained about the odour and when no fast resolution of the matter was in sight.

There are many possible reasons for the often apparent unwillingness to touch the corpse of a suicide. On the one hand it is plausible that touching and moving the corpse was avoided and in practice forbidden purely for reasons related to the investigation of the death. This was especially relevant in suicides committed by guns, bladed weapons or poison that might easily implicate anyone who touched the body in a possible case of murder. Usually these suspicions could be ruled out by hearing several eyewitnesses but in some cases it was necessary to send jury members (in Sweden), barbersurgeons (in Austria) or other trusted men to examine the corpse in detail. This explains why the touching and moving of the corpse was obviously one of the questions that was posed during the interrogation of witnesses.

In addition, it was important to make sure that no one had attempted to conceal the suicide; as mentioned earlier, covering up a suicide could be regarded and punished as participation in felonies in Sweden at least after the ordinance of 1698. Probably for the same reason, in the few cases where someone had cut down or moved the corpse before the court examination, those who touched the body explained their actions in a very apologetic manner, pleading their simple-mindedness, ignorance, young age or good intentions. As there were no clear guidelines on the matter in Sweden before the precedents of 1695 and the ordinance of 1698, legal praxis varied case by case; sometimes the touchers and possible concealers were only scolded by the lower courts while occasionally further advice and appropriate punishments were sought from the Court of Appeal. Similarly, in Austria the only accepted reason to touch the body before representatives of the authorities inspected it was when “signs of life” justified an intervention in order to save the person’s life. These issues were discussed by the Swedish law commissions preparing the Code of 1734, and the conclusion in the finished Code was that finders were not only ordained to attempt to rescue the person on pain of punishment but also allowed to move and store the corpse.

On the other hand, the interference with the criminal investigation does not explain the often outright avoidance, disgust and contempt directed at the suicide’s corpse. The concept of suicide was rigorously condemned at every level of society and as such a strong taboo surrounding the act roused fear and dread as well as aversion in local communities. Both the Church and the Crown instructed that suicide was one of the most serious sins and crimes. By knowingly and intentionally ending one’s life the person not only breached the fifth commandment and God’s greater plan; it also demonstrated that he had lost his faith and trust in God’s mercy and fallen into despair. Moreover, suicide was, like
other types of exceptional, unnatural and incomprehensible felonies, associated with supernatural forces and diabolical temptations in popular beliefs, elite views and authorities’ teachings.\textsuperscript{75}

As an act that was deemed to violate the natural order of things ordained by God, suicide presented a threat to the entire community. Crimes and sins stirred up God’s wrath and vengeance that could manifest itself in storms, famines, frosts, wars, epidemics and other negative events. Penalties and penance were required to restore order, and punishing the perpetrators served as communal atonement. Fear and belief of natural calamities stemming from a breach of the Godly order was prevalent among the early modern communities. In seventeenth-century Sweden, this belief was not considered superstitious as the authorities reinforced the image of a vengeful and punitive God. Unpunished suicides and burials of infamous sinners in the cemetery provoked God’s anger; even the Reformation did not change the popular perception that a Christian burial in these cases fouled and profaned the churchyard.\textsuperscript{76}

Although after the Reformation cemeteries were no longer consecrated in the Lutheran Swedish Empire,\textsuperscript{77} they were still regarded as special, hallowed places, similar to their status in the Catholic Church.\textsuperscript{78} These beliefs were manifested, for example, in early modern Germany in several ‘cemetery revolts’ where people prevented the burial of suicides in the churchyard or even dug corpses up and desecrated them.\textsuperscript{79} In the Archduchy Austria the sources record several occasions in which the local populace opposed the interment of suicides in the cemetery. Sometimes protesters assembled and prevented the transport of \textit{non compositi} suicides into the cemetery, despite the authorities having granted them a burial in silence. In other cases the documents show that the authorities regarded a burial in silence as the adequate verdict but anticipated resistance from members of the parish nonetheless.\textsuperscript{80} These conflicts demonstrate that the authorities and their subjects did not always share the same views regarding a suicide’s last resting place, whilst local communities would, under certain circumstances, take matters into their own hands. Alexander Kästner noted that such revolts were rather rare occurrences compared to the number of burials without any incident.\textsuperscript{81} Yet, these tumults make clear that the criminalization and punishment of suicide was not only imposed by the authorities, but was also to an extent supported and even demanded by the population.\textsuperscript{82} In the Swedish Empire, it seems, such incidents were rather rare. A solitary example often cited in the secondary literature is the case of a renowned priest who in 1663 was discharged from his office in Stockholm because he had buried his hanged maidservant in the cemetery; the executioner accused him of interfering with his work while the locals were concerned over the profanation of the churchyard.\textsuperscript{83}

The terror that suicide instilled in the community and the aversion to touching the corpse is aptly described in a case examined in Vyborg in 1670. To her great horror, the bailiff’s maid had found a young farmhand, Lars Karialain, lying naked and covered in blood, having cut himself in the throat. The bailiff complained how the corpse that had been left in his yard had produced fright and hindrance, and wished to have it removed as soon as possible. As there was no executioner nearby who could move the corpse, the bailiff asked permission from the court to take Lars’s corpse away for he had succeeded in finding someone who had the courage to do so.\textsuperscript{84}

It could be interpreted that this persistent need for an executioner shows that, like elsewhere in medieval and early modern Europe, the picking up, cutting down, or transportation of premeditated suicides’ corpses were shameful and abhorrent tasks that had to be ritualized.\textsuperscript{85} Degrading treatment that resonated with bestial symbolism, as well as exposure to the widest possible public contempt, was common throughout early modern Europe. Dragging of the corpse was an essential part of the punishment in many regions.\textsuperscript{86} Though Swedish sources on the practices related to the execution of suicide punishments are very scarce, it appears that a horse was used to drag the corpse into the forest where the burning or later burial took place. For example, in Ludvika in 1698 the executioner borrowed a horse from a local peasant to take a hanged woman’s corpse to the woods; representatively, the owner did not want his animal back afterwards.\textsuperscript{87}

Like in the case of other serious felonies, the treatment and handling of the delinquents’ corpses belonged to the executioner and was an integrated part of the punishment ritual both in Austria and Sweden.\textsuperscript{88} Though King Christopher’s Law did not include information on who would take care of the corpse of a “sane” suicide, it was common knowledge and a long-held custom that the hangman took care of shameful burials and burnings at the stake,\textsuperscript{89} and received a separate fee for performing each part of the punishment.\textsuperscript{90} The late seventeenth-century and early eighteenth-century precedents and resolutions supplementing the medieval law, as well as the Code of 1734, explicitly stated that the executioner should take care of the corpses of “sane” suicides.\textsuperscript{91} In practice, the executioners usually buried the corpses in the local place of execution or in another secluded site in the common forests where the remains of executed criminals were customarily buried.\textsuperscript{92}

A little information has survived on how the burial of those regarded as “insane” suicides was conducted in Sweden. As several cases and precedents indicate, the relatives of the deceased could take care of the corpse and bury it somewhere outside the churchyard. Yet, as noted earlier, legal praxis varied and the Swedish Courts had already passed sentences of silent burials within cemeteries many decades before the Code of 1734.\textsuperscript{93} The Svea Court of Appeal in particular
The corpse was put into a coffin, how it was conducted. The witnesses rarely report touching, practice was to leave the corpse untouched in the location where it was found; the sources include details of the actions taken before the court investigation and sentence, and the most common living. The sources include details of the actions taken before the court investigation and sentence, i.e., by “honourable” people, without any sermons and in a secluded part of the cemetery.

The source material shows, however, that many other options were available besides the procedures stated in the laws. For instance, both in Austria and Sweden the authorities could grant that premeditated suicides were allowed to be taken care of and buried outside the cemetery by family members or other “honourable” people, instead of the executioner. It seems plausible that if the corpses were moved for one reason or another, or when the relatives and friends buried suicides, they were not handled or at least not supposed to be treated in the same way as natural deaths. It was important for the authorities that the suicide’s body did not receive the same respect as the corpse of a good Christian; a clear distinction between accepted and wrong behaviour needed to be made not only to placate God but also to send a message to the living. For example, it was believed that supernatural forces and the devil could be involved in suicide, it is possible that touching was shunned in order to avoid contagion of evil powers. Moreover, the later folk stories show that touching was also avoided to prevent the curse from remaining in the household. The belief in the “contagion” of suicide itself can also be detected in the seventeenth-century Swedish material; in some cases previous suicides in the household were used to explain the one under investigation.

Besides these beliefs that were influenced by Catholicism and Lutheran Orthodoxy, it seems plausible that older popular customs relating to the punishment and polluting effects of suicide also persisted in Sweden. For example, the forms of punishments and ritual desecration applied in Europe more widely and in the British Isles retained both medieval and pagan elements. In addition to the sanctions stated in secular legislation, there appear to have been popular customs and rituals to govern the disposal of the suicide’s corpse. For example, in Hedemora in 1692 the Town Court referred to a local custom when instructing the executioner to bury a hanged soldier’s corpse in the nearby marsh and while doing so, impale and pin him down. In the easternmost part of the Swedish Empire, Kexholm, in 1663, the parents of a woman who hanged herself buried her in the swamps. Arbitrary burials in swamps as well as other private solutions without official permission were usually suppressed by the authorities. For example, when a woman in 1686 hired a “Lapp” to bury her husband who had been sentenced to be buried by the executioner, the “Lapp” was punished with eight days in prison. Possible consequences for the wife, however, were not mentioned.

Nonetheless, as these many examples show, people still occasionally touched and moved the corpses of suicides. For example, some relatives buried corpses of their loved ones secretly, probably in order to avoid the shameful punishments. Though the material is comprised mostly of cases that were prosecuted in the secular courts, there were probably more cover-ups and concealments than the authorities detected. Also, as noted, attempts to rescue the life of a suicide were not uncommon; in critical situations the touching and moving prohibitions and possible taboos were naturally forgotten. These presumably spontaneous responses which occurred both in Austria and Sweden show that the cultural beliefs that associated suicide with disgrace, diabolic forces, and ill fortune did not prevent people from showing compassion and offering aid. Like in the case of any other belief or practice, the opinions about the treatment of suicide’s corpse were not completely unanimous; for some, the act was obviously not as abhorrent or diabolic as for others.

Thus, as some touched and moved the corpse, the belief in its contaminating power was not entirely shared. Also chapters
(domkapitel) and renowned persons, such as priests and bishops, occasionally showed mercy by interceding for burials especially in the case of “insane” suicides. In addition, in some cases the corpses were touched and washed regardless of the prevalent custom.

In this regard, the case of Anna Olofsdotter might serve as an illustrative example. In May 1713 the 60-year-old woman went into the woods and stabbed herself in the throat. When the injured woman was found a little while later by her daughter-in-law and the neighbour, Hans Pärsson, she first refused their help and tried to send them away. According to the judgment book she feared that the farm would become tainted with misfortune, if she returned home. Not until Hans Pärsson assured her that this would not be the case did she finally accompany them.

Anna was apparently well aware of the “dangers” to which she exposed relatives and friends by committing suicide, and it appears that she chose the seclusion of the woods to shield them from harm. Her fears, however, were not shared by her daughter-in-law and neighbour who convinced her to follow them home. Before she died of her self-inflicted injuries several days later she was visited by the priest, repented her acts and received Holy Communion. When Anna Olofsdotter finally passed away, her daughter-in-law sent for two women to wash and wrap her in cloths, which they performed without any concerns even though the case had not yet been heard before court and no verdict had been passed. The conclusion of the häradsrätt, which was later confirmed by the Court of Appeal, was that Anna Olofsdotter should be buried by her relatives in silence in a secluded area of the cemetery. The wish of her son, who had asked for permission to bury his mother with songs and knell was thus only partially fulfilled.

4. Conclusion

As we have seen, the touching, moving, and storage of the suicide’s corpse was a question of concern for common people and authorities in both of these regions. The respective penal codes in force contained only vague specifications, thus leaving room for a wide range of possible responses. The relative rarity of suicides that were easily classified, as well as ambiguities in written legislation ensured that cases were treated on an individual basis, especially in outlying regions. In Sweden, in particular, legal praxis in the lower courts remained relatively inconsistent throughout the seventeenth century. Though the Courts of Appeal attempted to streamline and standardize practices and types of punishment, the treatment of suicides’ cadavers before and after the trial depended on the interpretation of circumstantial evidence case by case.

In Austria and Sweden the most important distinction in the treatment of the suicides’ corpses concerned the mental state of the suicide. The long tradition of distinguishing the criminal responsibility of a mentally sane person from that of an insane delinquent did not, however, absolve the suicide’s corpse from punishment. In the older, medieval Swedish legislation, the secular law includes the sentence of burial outside the churchyard. Only the later Code of 1734 resembles the Austrian codes that allow silent burials inside the cemetery. Thus, the practice became more lenient in the case of insane suicides whose milder form of punishment was, nonetheless, ordained in the secular legislation.

Clearly, the practical treatment of suicides was not only a matter dictated by the law and legal authorities. Popular as well as Christian beliefs of the polluting effects of suicide influenced the ways in which the communities treated the corpses. Though the material shows individual variation, the touching and moving prohibition and avoidance of the corpses can be traced throughout early modern Sweden and Austria. Yet the range of practices as well as the discussions and decrees on the matter imply that the issue was not clear and views on suicide corpses were not unanimous.

In conclusion, the absence of conclusive regulations does not imply indifference towards the treatment of suicides’ corpses. On the contrary, as the legal evidence indicates, the handling of the suicide’s body was a highly sensitive and complex matter, both for the authorities and for the communities in which suicides occurred. After all, in cases of suicide in practice, questions of punishment, local custom, and popular beliefs collided with responses that included compassion, grief and care for those who sought to end their own lives.
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